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Pamela Croft and “bothways” philosophy 
Bronwyn Fredericks 
This interview took place at the Sandhills Art Gallery & Eco-Tourist 
Farm, where Dr Pamela Croft lives and works near Keppel Sands 
and Joskeleigh the most southern beach communities on the 
Capricorn Coast, 45klms out of Rockhampton in Central 
Queensland Australia. Within broader Australia, this region is 
marketed as the ‘Beef Capital of Australia’ and where ‘the beef 
meets the reef’. It is also at the southern end of one of the 
world’s greatest wonders; the World Heritage listed Great Barrier 
Reef. Pamela Croft’s formal introduction of herself is not just 
information about her cultural location but in line with Aboriginal 
Australian protocol.  
 
Dr Pamela Croft 
Pamela Croft: I am a Kooma woman of the Uralarai people of South 
West Queensland. I grew up in Woolloongabba, Brisbane and have 
worked and travelled in various parts of Australia and overseas. Over 
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the last 10 years, I have lived and worked from my studio near Keppel 
Sands on the Capricorn Coast in Central Queensland, Australia. I give 
honour to the Darumbal dreaming ancestors and acknowledge the 
Darumbal people (mainland and coastline) as the Traditional Owners 
of the Capricorn Coast and who are intricately linked through history 
and relationships. I additionally give honour and acknowledgment to 
the Woppaburra people who are the Traditional Owners of the Islands 
and waters off the Capricorn Coast mainland. It is important to 
recognize that the site of my home and studio and where the majority 
of my recent works have been carried out are within Darumbal 
Country and Woppaburra Country. 
Bronwyn Fredericks: In your professional life, you have combined being 
a practicing visual artist, with that of an educator and cultural worker. 
Pamela Croft: I have worked full-time as a practicing visual artist since 
the mid-1980s and I combine the use of Aboriginal Australian and 
Western techniques, education and style to tell stories based on 
identity, sense of place, and the effects of colonization. I chose to 
settle in Central Queensland in 1995 where The Sandhills Studio was 
established after completing a six month artist-in-residence at the Cite 
International des Arts in Paris, France. In 2001 the Sandhills Art Gallery & 
Eco-Tourist Farm was developed as a site for inviting guests to 
undertake relaxation and cultural activities with my husband and 
myself on our 100 acre property and in my studio workshops and a 
space where I would continue to produce artwork, exhibit 
internationally, nationally, and regionally, and participate in 
consultancy and commission work to fund my exhibition program. This 
is my paradise, a place that I had dreamed about all my life; a place 
where creativity is inspired by the landscape and its energy; a site 
where I can achieve peace, joy and inner fulfilment. 
Throughout this time, I have also worked as an academic in the arts 
arena in Queensland and the Northern Territory and facilitated and 
coordinated numerous community cultural development projects, 
curated exhibitions and worked on other community activities 
throughout Australia. I was the first Aboriginal person in Australia to gain 
a Doctor of Visual Arts and this has also meant increased recognition 
and requests for work. The title of my thesis is ARTsong: the soul beneath 
my skin which explores whether visual art can be a site for 
reconciliation, a tool for healing, an educational experience and a 
political act and is available through the internet via the Australian 
Digital Theses Program. It details how my art work evolved as a series of 
cycles and stages, as a systematic engagement with people, involving 
them in a process of investigating ‘their’ own realities - both the stories 
of their inner worlds and the community story framework of their outer 
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conditions. It reveals how for my ongoing work as an indigenous artist, I 
became the learner and the teacher, the subject and the object. 
Since completing my thesis I have travelled to some fairly remote, rural 
and regional Aboriginal Australian communities, for example 
Mornington Island which is gaining increased recognition for its artists. 
During the same time frame, I have also made numerous trips to the 
USA. I have held several solo exhibitions in Atlanta (Chances Gallery) 
and Houston (Booker Gallery). I was also invited by AusTrade via the 
Australian Consulate in Atlanta to represent Australia at the Cherry 
Blossom International Festival and the Inman Park Festival. Matt 
Ruggles, an American filmmaker (7th Wave Pictures) has been working 
at my studio making a documentary about my life and arts practice. 
This work will be finished in 2007 and shown at international film festivals. 
In 2006 I participated in international projects in Zoetermere and 
Zoeterwoulder in Holland. I’ll have further trips to the USA and Europe 
for future projects and exhibitions which I have been asked to 
participate in.  
Bronwyn Fredericks: Could you describe some of the main narratives 
that are contained within your artworks? 
Pamela Croft: Many of my visual narratives are land-centred; my 
“bothways” contemporary term which includes our beliefs and value 
system; our dreaming stories; and our connectedness and relationships 
to the land - our mother earth. From the position of an Aboriginal 
woman I try to portray the importance of tradition, recognition of 
ancestors, respect for uniqueness in spiritual expression, facilitation of 
an understanding within the contexts of history and culture, a sense of 
place, connections of family and community, commitment to 
educational and social transformation that recognises and empowers 
the inherent strength of Aboriginal peoples and cultures with 
challenges to non-Aboriginal people to truly listen and absorb in order 
to move to a place of understanding of our world.  
In trying to reflect these narratives I encapsulate “bothways” 
philosophy and methodology into my work. I think that this allows me to 
create alternative story sites for identity and displacement, histories, 
sense of place and the effects of colonisation. Bothways philosophy 
and methodology utilises Aboriginal and Western techniques, 
education and style to tell stories. I use this to show that people are 
different in terms of being human. I try to show these differences and 
use some of them rather than out-rightly reject them. There are also 
some relationships, connections and disjunctions that are shared by 
both Aboriginal and Western domains and by using bothways 
philosophy and methodology, I am able to inform processes and 
techniques to position visual are as an educational experience and as 
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a tool for healing, for both myself and others. It is away that 
simultaneously recognises whilst not privileging one over the other. I 
work in a place that Soja would cal the Third Space. Using this 
bothways approach is extremely powerful!  
Bronwyn Fredericks: Some of the works encompass the different 
aspects of womanhood: in terms of a past, present and future. How do 
you see “bothways” philosophy and methodology arising in the 
narratives of ‘Once we mount the armour’ theme and your ‘ARTsong' 
series? 
Pamela Croft: Once we mount the armour is a mixed media series 
which includes lithograph prints, sculptures and installations. The work 
focused specifically on women, the female form, gender, whiteness, 
colonization and more. The print depicts the female body, a Western 
image of the body and is taken from a 1930’s dressmaker’s mannequin. 
The skirt at the base is attached to the mannequin, which represents a 
cage. I tried to incorporate the message to both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal woman that if we adopt Western media images of the body 
that it can trap us, cage us…if we allow ourselves to become focused 
on the Western image of what is considered beautiful. In being careful 
of not being caged or trapped we need to protect ourselves…We 
almost need to wear armour to protect ourselves when we venture out, 
watch television, go shopping or at times even mix with other people. 
The armour is our self-talk, mental imagery, strategies, tactics, support 
people and it is about fortifying our spirits. The body image may have 
changed over time from the 1930’s shape, however there is still 
pressure about being a certain size, to be a certain way, to have a 
certain look and as an Aboriginal woman I know that the image is still 
white…The white aspects on the body within the print depicts those 
elements that are part of our heritage and colonization within Australia.  
 
 
Some of the works from the Once we mount the armour series (Pamela Croft) 
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Bronwyn Fredericks: What is the significance of the hands being held 
and the lines around the body? 
Pamela Croft: The hand on the left side of the painting is held up. It is a 
sign to stop and reflect before we get trapped in the image of the 
body, or just being engrossed in how our bodies look, or what is 
considered beautiful by Western media standards. We need to be 
careful and protect who we really are.  Who I really am and who 
Aboriginal woman really are is depicted through the use of ochres in 
the painting, the ochres behind the woman’s body. Ochres are used 
for a range of purposes including ceremony; they offer connections 
with our history and ourselves. We need to protect who we are within 
our communities and within the bigger world in which we live. It is easy 
to be seduced by white privilege. I have seen others seduced by white 
privilege and become consumed by the comforts it brings within 
Australia’s capitalist society, and the added privileges and rewards. I 
know too what would happen if I acted like a “good little Aboriginal 
woman”. This is shown by the use of the white lines scratched into the 
paper that symbolizes the ropes that can bind us. We can be bound by 
white race privilege and in this the true nature of our Aboriginality is 
also trapped. In the end the ropes ki8ll us, not necessarily physically kill 
us but kill us in spirit. I think this is also true for non-Aboriginal women. 
They can be bound too by the things that seduce them in society, the 
concept of beauty, capitalism, white race or class privilege, racism, 
homophobia and greed. Non-Indigenous people can be seduced by 
all of this too; sometimes they are part of it all without even being 
aware of it, as it is part of the dominant culture. Being a woman who is 
true to herself and to others can be really hard and I and others need 
to acknowledge this…it is a hard journey to make.  
Bronwyn Fredericks: What about your ARTsongs series of work? In a 
number of the exhibitions catalogues you state that your work has 
been influenced by a wide range of people, not least the work of bell 
hooks. 
Pamela Croft: My work in ARTsongs revealed possible new alternative 
sites of reconciliation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
Australians and spaces for reconciliation. I tried to get people to open 
their minds, hearts and spirits and to move beyond what they thought 
was acceptable, to rethink. I was particularly inspired by bell hooks, an 
influential and inspiring feminist, especially her book Teaching to 
Transgress (1994) where she outlined the need to create new visions, 
transgressions and move against and beyond boundaries. 
In ARTsongs, I created a series of thematic installations and works in a 
variety of mediums. These installations show the cultural texts of 
otherness. The concepts explored and examined are issues of personal 
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identity; the effects of dis/placement (decolonization, whiteness); 
history and memories; and the relationship of power through which 
identities are configured and manipulated. The ARTsongs develop 
spaces of narrative landscape as sites for reconciliation that 
mimetically trace and document previous and existing narratives, in 
order to become alternative sites and spaces for possible interaction 
with the wider community. This is how the work of hooks has bee 
incorporated within my work. 
Other woman writers who have influenced my thinking and narratives 
include Jackie Higgins, Aileen Morton Robinson and you, Bronwyn 
Fredericks. Jackie Huggins began writing in Australia in the 1980’s about 
how gender is lived through racism, sexism and classism and social 
constructions of race, gender and class in society. Huggins placed 
white women in Australia in the position of colonizer and oppressor, 
and stated that white woman needed to address their own racism. I 
came to see my positioning as an Aboriginal woman and artist in 
greater depth and realized that my artwork had to reach out and 
challenge both woman and men from this basis. When Aileen Moreton-
Robinson’s influential work Talkin’ Up to the White Women (2000) was 
launched, which details an Indigenous standpoint from which to view 
feminism in Australia, I remember thinking wow, what courage! 
Moreton-Robinson demonstrates the multiple attributes of whiteness 
and feminism and the impacts these have on Aboriginal women. She 
gave us in Australia an incredible text and me an understanding of 
how Australian women are positioned. Some of your writing Bronwyn 
has given me a greater understanding of issues around feminism, 
education and community. I have gained more courage to talk 
through my own narratives of the writings from the women I have 
named and others. 
I used the word ARTsong to connect me to the “old ways” concepts of 
“singing Country” and “songlines” rather than the Western notion of 
visual art. When I say the “old way” in this context, I am referring to the 
Aboriginal way. The first ARTsong theme was titled ‘land home place 
belong’ which focused on identity, personal history, ancestral beliefs of 
Country, relationships to land and sovereignty, home, belonging, 
dis/placement. My aim was to investigate the location of culture, 
beliefs, value systems, language, relationships and people.  Country is a 
contemporary term used by Aboriginal Australians to acknowledge the 
many nations of Indigenous peoples and their land connections 
(custodial-ownership) of ancestral Dreamings within Australia. Before 
colonization and the dispossession that has occurred, there were over 
200 Countries and 600 languages and dialects existed within Australia. 
To many Aboriginal Australians, Country means place of origin in 
spiritual, cultural and literal terms. It refers to a specific clan or a tribal 
group or nation of Aboriginal people and encompasses all the 
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knowledge, cultural norms, values, stories and resources within that 
area of land. The notion of Country is central to Australian Aboriginal 
identity, history, and contributes to overall health and wellbeing. 
Women and men both have a central role within Country, in terms of 
custodians-ownership, responsibilities, care and rights. With an 
increasing shift of Aboriginal people to urban areas or living in the 
Country of other Aboriginal people it does not mean that one’s 
connections to Country are lost, or that the significance of Country is 
no longer present. It does mean that many Aboriginal Australians now 
pass through, dwell, and live within the Country belonging to other 
Aboriginal Australians.   
The Dreaming incorporates our laws and beliefs, kinships, protocols, 
responsibilities, and reciprocity. It permeates through our rituals of song, 
dance, storytelling, painting, artefacts-making and hunting and food 
gathering activities. It provides our framework for living by giving us a 
social and spiritual base and links us to our cultural identity and 
heritage. The Dreaming is the songlines of our ancestors. The 
Pitanjantnathara people use the term Tjukurrpa; the Arrente refer to it 
as Aldjerinya; the Adnamathanha use the word Nguthuna and Dadirri. 
This Aboriginal Dreaming concept is described by Miriam-Rose 
Ungunmerr (1993) as referring to a deep contemplative process of 
listening to one another in reciprocal relationships. It is the way 
Aboriginal peoples explain life and how their world came into being. 
Anthropologist, Deborah Bird Rose (1996) described the Aboriginal 
Dreaming with the following story:- The Australian continent is criss-
crossed with the tracks of the Dreamings: walking, slithering, crawling, 
flying, chasing, hunting, weeping, dying, giving birth. Performing rituals, 
distributing the plants, making the landforms and water, establishing 
things in their own places; making the relationships between one place 
and another; leaving parts or essences of themselves; looking back in 
sorrow; and still travelling, changing languages, changing songs, 
changing skin. ...Where they travelled, where they stopped, where they 
lived the events of their lives, all these places are sources and sites of 
Law. These tracks and sites, and the Dreamings associated with them, 
make up the sacred geography of Australia; they are visible in 
paintings and engravings; they are sung in songs, depicted in body 
paintings and engravings; they form the basis of a major dimension of 
the land tenure system for most Aboriginal people. To know the country 
is to know the story of how it came into being, and that story also 
carries the knowledge of how the human owners of that country came 
into being. Except in cases of succession, the relationship between the 
people and their country is understood to have existed from time 
immemorial - to be part of the land itself. 
The collection of works within ARTsong 1 was a response to some harsh 
realities shared by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians. The 
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acrylic on canvas painting ‘land, home, place, belong’ has been 
shown nationally and internationally and was used on the cover of a 








ARTsong 1: Land, home, place, belong (Pamela Croft) 
I undertook some of the work in this collection when I was an Australia 
Council for the Arts Artist-In-Residence at the Cite’ Internationale des 
Arts in Paris, France. There is a woman’s figure with the painting. This 
figure represents me and others like me, and questions I had about 
placement in Australia and the other narratives already discussed. 
Bronwyn Fredericks: ARTsong 2 also references your lived experience 
as an Aboriginal woman and of being a member of “The Stolen 
Generation”. The Stolen Generation was the term used in Australia by 
the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Report-Bringing 
Them Home to refer to the policy of white assimilation that resulted in 
the forced removal of Aboriginal children from their birth parents into 
care of white Australian families. Your choice of media is also informed 
by your training in both Aboriginal and Western traditional art forms. 
Pamela Croft: The Australian Government Policy of Assimilation (1950s-
1960’s) means that ‘Aborigines and part Aborigines will attain the same 
manner of living as other Australians and live as members of a single 
Australian community enjoying the same rights and privileges, 
accepting the same responsibilities, observing the same customs and 
influenced by the same beliefs, hopes and loyalties as other 
Australians’ This statement is of the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Papers of 1963.As Aboriginal elder Deborah Rose Bird stated (1998) ‘the 
objective of all this activity was to absorb the Indigenous children into 
white society, to force them to forget and deny their Aboriginal 
heritage and blood, and to bring about, within a few generations, a 
form of breeding-out of all Indigenous characteristics.’ Anna Haebich 
author of Broken Circles (2000) also writes about this and states that 
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‘the children would be assimilated in non-Aboriginal family homes 
through holiday, fostering or adoption’. Assimilation as a policy was 
offensive and divisive. 
ARTsong 2 titled ‘No more secrets’ was a focus on the experience of 
the Self, placement and other cultures. I am one of ‘The Stolen 
Generations’. I was one of the children taken from my Aboriginal 
mother and placed with a white family as a result of government 
policy. I was six years old. This had an impact on me as a girl, as a 
mother and as a woman, and it also impacted on my mother as a 
woman and it continues to impact upon us as individuals and in our 
relationships to one another today. ARTsong 2 explores the complexity 
of the Stolen Generation’s experience; the effects of colonization, 
memory and secrets, femaleness, Country, humanity, place, grief and 
loss in relationship to land, family connections, stories and narratives, 
locations, land forms and sites.   
 
One of the works from ARTsong 2 (Pamela Croft) 
What ARTsong 2 also attempts to do is articulate a practical 
reconciliation in the narrative of visual language and add new 
knowledge to the wider repository of historical knowledge about 
Australian Aboriginal lives. I attempted to highlight Aboriginal stories by 
acknowledging their spirituality and their ecological connection to 
ancestral beings. ARTsong 2 is a contemporary record that intervenes 
in the white discourse of history and articulates a personal history and 
reflection that may have otherwise remained hidden. ‘The Stolen 
Generations’ is a shared history held by both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal Australians and needs to be viewed as such. This means too 
that it is about both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal women. Not only 
did my relatives connect because of this artwork, but also members of 
the public. My aim is that Australians and international viewers are 
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drawn into the unfolding story of ‘The Stolen Generation’ and also 
Australian reconciliation.  
Bronwyn Fredericks: When ARTsong 2 was shown in a national 
exhibition it received both praise and acknowledgement but it also 
raised a lot of anger and criticism. This work was later purchased by the 
National Museum of Australia. How did you react to this, especially as 
some of the works disclosed some very personal traumas in your life 
and in the lives of other Aboriginal Australians? 
Pamela Croft: ARTsong 2 stirred up a lot of discussion. At the time 
Australians were talking about whether John Howard, Australia’s Prime 
Minister should say sorry to ‘The Stolen Generations’ for what 
happened. He refused and still refuses to do so. The media portrayed 
two views. One view being that saying sorry might raise legal issues in 
relation to compensation. The other view being that it wouldn’t. One of 
the artworks in ‘No more secrets’ was an installation titled ‘The Sorry 
Wall’. Its focus included ‘The Stolen Generation’ and extended beyond 
to a range of issues that many Aboriginal people, families and 
communities witnessed and experienced. The Sorry Wall was 115 bird 
cages which hung on four rows of barbed wire fencing to form a wall. 
Each bird cage had smaller installations relating to colonization. Each 
highlighted the religious domination associated with the early missions: 
trauma, rape, murder, racism, sexism, the removal of Aboriginal people 
from land, the denial of Aboriginal languages, cultures and ceremony 
and attempts by the colonizers to control. In one of these bird  
cages, ‘Meeting place’ the symbolism represents traditional meeting 
places…the circles, the dots in circles and the gathering of people. We 
had and have Aboriginal women’s places, men’s places and 
community places and sites. The cage in this context represents the 
colonizing attempts to prevent Aboriginal people from using our 
meeting places. Within the wall was a doorway, which people needed 
to walk through to view other works. The Sorry Wall represents all that 
we, as Aboriginal people, have experienced and it was in full view for 
all to see. Some saw this work as highly controversial. I was verbally told 
that some people might see The Sorry Wall as ‘black arm banding’ 
Australian history. I saw it as a representation, as a sum of all that had 
happened to us and what has been experienced by us as Aboriginal 
peoples. 
 
No more secrets: The Sorry Wall (Pamela 











All from No more secrets: The Sorry Wall (Pamela Croft) 
‘The Sorry Wall fragmented’ along with ‘Matters of her heart’ which was 
also regarded as controversial and which has already been shown in 
the states of Queensland and New South Wales along with the 
Northern Territory and will be displayed in a national exhibition titled 
70% Urban in Canberra ( Australia’s Capital) in 2007 - 2008. Both The 
Sorry Wall (fragmented) and Matters of her heart were purchased by 
the Australian National Museum in 1999 and when they are exhibited in 
2007 – 2008, this will be the first exhibition of these times since that time, 
mainly due to Australia’s political climate. 
 
Matters of her heart (Pamela Croft, 1993) 
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Working on ARTsong 2 also stirred up many emotions. After exhibiting 
this work, I needed time and a safe place to deal with the removal 
from my birth mother, oppressive memories of growing up within a 
Christian fundamentalist family with a childhood measured against the 
bible and a female life governed by shame, punishment and fear. My 
process was one of remembering, recoding, and re-nurturing myself 
over many days, months and years. The courage to confront the 
traumas and begin healing through visual narrative was to discover 
strength in my own voice that enabled me to speak out and own my 
past again in ARTsong 3- Owning my own skins. This work was first 
exhibited at the Wesley Hospital in Brisbane Queensland, Australia, 









Owning my own skins (Pamela Croft) 
Bronwyn Fredericks: I see that ARTsong 3 uses real animal skins of the 
kangaroo as your canvas or paper.  
Pamela Croft: I used these skins to represent my skin layers. I was now 
not afraid of my truth not to speak my story. I encourage other women, 
whatever their histories and whatever their backgrounds to speak their 
stories too. Telling our stories and expressing our stories are powerful 
ways that we can heal as women. I tell them to be proud of their 
growth and development and the journey they need to undertake in 
this life. I try and capture this in the works I do now and in the choice of 
mediums I use.  
Bronwyn Fredericks: If we look at the other mediums you use, it seems 
from what you have explained and from your artworks that you use a 
large range of mediums don’t you?  
Pamela Croft: I produce prints and works on paper, paintings on 
canvas and any other media that is appropriate at the time of 
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production. I use paints and ochres from the earth within my 
environment and from other areas. I undertake sculptural assemblage; 
installation; mixed media works, and include found objects. Some 
people call it bricolage, which essentially means picking up useful bits 
and pieces from a culture and using them to make something, 
improvising, to even make something work better or to give it a new 
and sometimes more functional purpose. I use things that are for one 
purpose and mix them up together and give them another purpose 
and meaning. Sometimes, they can still be connected and interpreted 
to the first meaning in the way I use them, and at other times they 
can’t be. Sometimes the use of bricolage becomes disruptive of 
continuities, of what is expected and perceived as ‘normal’ within the 
dominant Western culture. At times the use of bricolage and bothways 
creates a state of tension and confusion where we encounter 
structured oppositions of black/white; old/new; desire and taboo, 
giving the artworks a sense of the surreal. My challenge to the viewer is 
to delve further, and to seek out more information and knowledge. 
Bronwyn Fredericks: In your artworks, you frequently combine natural 
and man-made objects. Can you explain what you do with these in 
your art practice and why? 
Pamela Croft: I use found objects or gifts of nature such as road kill (bird 
wings, claws, feathers, bones and echidna quills); natural found objects 
( shells, coral, seed pods, bark, driftwoods, cicada shells, insects and 
ochres) and other salvaged objects (boxes, bird cages, ropes, 
memorabilia). These have all become distinguished recurring cultural 
texts in my artistic practice. I take the familiar, the everyday, sometimes 
what is even considered the mundane from their original surroundings 
and transform and incorporate these common objects in my journey 
metaphorically and spiritually through a visual narrative of identity, 
landscape and memory. I draw inspiration from the Dreaming and 
totemic symbols and incorporate these into my artworks.  
My inclusion of found objects and road kill fragments (bird wings, 
bones, echidna quills, feathers, claws, skeletons, barks, gum resins, 
shells, string, hair and ochre) represents totems which are symbolically 
linked to identity, to family groups and clan, and reconnects back to 
our ancestral dreaming. Our land-centered connectedness and 
relationships to the animal world is a means to an ordering of nature, 
by plant or animal species. Within the context of bothways meaning-
making, the Western domain classification for the natural land objects 
is ‘for their own sake’ while the Aboriginal domain draws dual 
meanings where they are no longer simply themselves but also 
represent something else and can be interpreted on many levels 
depending on the understanding by the viewer, about ancestral 
Dreaming connections. Art is one of the ways through which aboriginal 
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people communicate with and maintain a oneness with the dreaming 
ancestors.  
It is in this practice that I draw on the work of Friere and his belief that, 
conscious-raising is at its most powerful and effective when it is located 
in the context of ordinary realities of day to day living. Furthermore, that 
conscious raising is an effective strategy to support community growth 
and development. In hunting and collecting within a range of 
landscapes I also connect and re-connect with Country, land. When I 
hunt and collect with my partner and our dogs, Wunndurra and 
Goorangi; it is also a time for us to connect and re-connect to the 
Country, the land, to each other too. This is part of my reality of living 
within and on Country as an Aboriginal woman. 
Additionally I like exploring sameness and difference through using re-
occurring design elements but mostly through the use of found objects 
and gifts of nature. I use repetition in objects, symbols, colours, 
materials, mixed media, binding, weaving, layering, concealment, 
containment and revelation. I also use repetition in techniques and 
praxis via collecting, sorting, grouping and gathering, for example, the 
cages in ARTsong 2. Repetition in my practice dominates my formal 
considerations of design and works not to aesthetics but to stress 
constituent elements.  
Bronwyn Fredericks: I understand that your Mud Map monoprint series 
began as a healing process and evolved into an artistic technique 
throughout ARTsong 3. 
 
 
Pamela Croft in the banks of the Coorooman Creek, Keppel sands, Queensland 
Pamela Croft: The creation of the mud map monoprints series 
Watermarks and landlines began with my visits to the muddy banks of 
the mangroves in the upper regions of Pumpkin and Coorooman 
Creeks at Keppel Sands. This was where my body rediscovered its lost 
unity, its energies and impulses, its rhythms and its flux; finding closure to 
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the traumas of my life’s journey. I watched the way the moon and the 
sun impact on the tidal flows and how the time of year affects the 
temperature of the water. After experiments I discovered that the 
monoprints traced the tracks of animals and other people who at times 
dwell within the area. I watched, observed, hunted and gathered in 
ways of Aboriginal women, past, present and future. Each mud map is 
likened to cultural text, as a fluid interactive process which records past 
and present journeys imprinted within the Australian landscape. The 
maps trace the tracks of animals and peoples, connections and 
relationships to spaces and places, symbols, patterns and colours. They 
describe the environments of reefs, mangrove creeks, saltpans, clay 
pans, and the nomadic nature of the tides, which results in delicate 
patterns left on the mud that change with each ebb and flow of the 
water as spiritual waterways.  
 
 
ARTsong 3: Watermarks and landlines (Pamela Croft) 
I left special papers in the Creek to capture the gentle nomadic nature 
of the tides which result in delicate patterns left on the mud that 
change with each ebb and flow of the water. The crabs imprinted their 
presence as they foraged for food, so too did the Ibis and seagulls. This 
evidence of water and animals became stories, recorded in the mud 
like texts that have been imprinted within the artwork. I continued to 
experiment with papers and canvas and added local ochres – white, 
yellow and red to symbolise the water’s connection to land, people, 
place, and a sense of past, present and future. The colours and lines 
flow within the artwork just like the contours of the Creek. They are tied 
within the artwork to a sense of Country that binds water, land, animals 
and us as human beings. Over time, the changes in Country became 
mapped. I began an exploratory study of how I could extend the 
techniques in my studio. I began to use different colour clays as my 
printing block and included a variety of mixed media (clay, ochre, 
pigment, oxides and oil paints).              
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Bronwyn Fredericks: Your work is often read as highly charged or 
political, how do you see your own politics or political intentions 
emerging in your works? 
Pamela Croft: The ARTsong themes were constructed around lived 
experience and discourses of identity and Aboriginality. My later works 
contain the same themes with added narratives. Over the years 
numerous Aboriginal artists have reclaimed Aboriginal history and 
experience through visual narratives and they have been working 
towards realizing the issues outlined in The Reconciliation Council’s 
Report. My work sits within this body of work too. Identifying 
reconciliation themes has involved deconstructing and reconstructing 
stories and memories as cultural texts embodied within the landscape 
and experience of a member of ‘The Stolen Generation’. My work 
constitutes a form of resistance to the continued domination of white 
Australia’s colonial history and a diary of cultural and spiritual 
connections, which has mapped my personal journey of healing and 
reconciliation. It has also assisted in dialogue and growth within others 
towards healing and reconciliation. From this perspective, I guess some 
people would say that my work is political.  
As an artist I believe I have envisioned experimental spaces for 
communicating across boundaries- an imaginary space for the 
interaction of bothways that honours both Aboriginal and white 
Australian narratives. My artistic sites invite the viewer to work with a 
particular image and place themselves in relationship to the image, for 
example The Sorry Wall. I enjoy challenging people to choose to be 
involved in my works in perceptual and conceptual ways, rather than 
just looking at something. I create spaces, sites and stories that allow 
people to pass through them, to have these spaces in our memory and 
to explore how our memory affects the way we look at something. The 
action of publicly exhibiting the ARTsong series was to create healing 
and reconciliation texts for an interaction with the widest possible 
community as sites of potential freedom. In this, I was said to be 
political. 
 
